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KODAK PARK 
H

ERE IS A great plant producing essential com

modities-materials vital, in their spheres, to 

the health, eduGation, amusement, and scientific ad

vancement of the world. Yet, to enter from the busy 

highway, we find the grime and noise usually as

sociated with manufacturing strangely missing. 

Here, instead, is a calm setting of stately elms, 

shrubbery, tidy lawns and ivy-clad buildings. 

From beyond this threshold of quiet come the 

. muffied vibrations of industry, of machines great 

and small controlled by men skilled in the manu

facture of now familiar products that were marvels 

nf scientific achievement a few short years ago. 



MILLIONS own snapshot cameras 
.. .. The motion picture indus

try consumes more than 200,000 
miles of film ilnnually .. . . An in
creasing number of home-movie 
cameras are making fascinating rec
ords of intimate family life each 
year ... . Portrait and commercial 
photographers must be supplied, 
not with one type of film and paper, 
but scores, to meet the various ex
acting needs of their work . . .. Med
ical and dental radiologists diagnos
ing the infirmities of human anato
mies and teeth, x-ray technicians ex
amining the soundness of metals; 
building materials, and aeroplane 
parts, use a huge annual acreage of 
their recording medium . . .. Photo 
engravers, bankers, astronomers, 

A modern Cine-Koddk mdkes movies dt 
the touch ofd lever, dnd it's onlynecessdry 
to put the film in the mdil to receive it bdck, 

developed, in d few ddYs. 

aviators, draftsmen, detectives, microscopists- a great variety of 
professions and activities have need for the photo-sensitive ma-
terials that Kodak Park supplies. . 

When we visit Kodak Park we are inspecting a manufactory 
that is unique. 

With its main plant consisting of 75 or more major buildings 
and 400 acres of ground, obviously the industry that confronts us 
is large in scale. But, in that, it is not distinctive from other huge 
enterprises; from an automobile factory, say, or locomotive plant. 

Before George Edstmdn begdn his work of 
simplificdtion, the photogrdpher hdd to cdrry 
d portdble ddrkroom dnd sensitize his own 

gldss pldtes just before he took d picture. 

It is different, however, from any other 
industry in the fact that the scale of opera
tions, the expense, the personnel of many 
thousands, all are concerned or active in an 
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unrelenting fight against seemingly inoffensive enemies-a speck 
of dirt too small to be seen, a slight variation of temperature, a 
dim ray of light entering where it does not belong. 

The trees and lawns fronting Kodak Park exist only in part to 
beautify the grounds. A barrier against dirt is the more important 
purpose. The six miles of streets within "the Park" were paved, 
and are constantly sprinkled, to guard not against dust that is un
pleasant but against dust that endangers perfect pictures. The 
chimneys that carry fumes and cinders 366 feet into the air, the 
fireless steam locomotives, the fleet of electric trucks , the constant 
use of scrubbing machines and floor waxing machines, the white 
laundered suits worn in any buildings where photographic ma
terials are uncovered, the employment of full-time cleaning crews, 
are not merely interesting innovations. They are part of a grim 
program that keeps Kodak Park perhaps the cleanest industrial 
area on earth and makes Kodak film and photographic paper and 
chemicals perfectly fit for whatever use they may be put to, any
where in the world. 

Let us take one of the passenger busses which depart every 
quarter-hour on routes that carry those with business, and may 
carry us as visitors, to the various factories and offices of this ex
pansive area. The busses are a necessity, for there is a mile and a 
half of distance from the entrance gate to the remote buildings of 
the many that fit into the scheme of this .city of well-seasoned 
brick and ivy. 

Through streets flanked by high
walled buildings our bus travels, pass
ing wheeled and pedestrian traffic; 
but the trucks move more silently 
and the pedestrians walk more briskly 

. than the traffic of a less purposeful ci ty. 
On one side we see a six-story struc

ture, a block long, which we are told 
is built over a reservoir that holds 
5,000,000 gallons of water and that is 
emptied and refilled three times every 
day the Park is in full operation. 

The fdmous twin chimneys of Koddk Pdrk 
- Idndmarks thdtgivedomindting evidence 
of the tremendous power, hedting, dnd re
frigerdtion system thdt consumes 700 tons 

of cOdl ddily. 



Down one street we 
observe a solid ma
sonry wall with no 
window breaking its 
expanse. Behind it, we 
are informed, great, 
white machines with 
many precise moving 
parts are turning in 
dim light or none, 
coating the transpar
ent, flexible film base 
with the "emulsion" which is sensitive to light 
and visual images. 

In cOdti 'ng film bdse, dim col
ored lights or totdl ddrkness 

is required. 

Along another thoroughfare flanked by ivy-covered walls we 
catch a glimpse of an imposing structure which overlooks the 
main entrance to the Park. This, our guide answers, is the center 
of research for the Kodak organization. From here, we learn, has 
come the introduction of home movies, of Kodacolor, of film that 
can take pictures from hundreds of miles away ; here, too, have 
been discovered many hidden complexities of photographic sensi
tivity; and here, as well, numerous patient studies have been 
made which have given photography and the motion picture art a 
scope undreamed of when they first came into being. The Kodak 

The Resedrch Ldbordtories 
occupy this modern build
ing nedr the Pdrk entrdnce. 

Research Laboratories constitute, in truth, a re
se~rch university in the sphere of photographic 
sCIence. 
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There, on our right, is a building in which silver, by modern 
alchemy, is turning into materials far. more precious to this civi
lized era-motion picture film to entertain every week nearly as 
many persons as the population of the United States, spools of 
Kodak Film and Cine-Kodak Film for pleasure and sentimental 
record, sensitive substances for the camera· craftsmen who satisfy 
many civilized needs and for scientists who use photography in 
ferreting out the earth's remaining secrets, recording surfaces to 
capture the pictures that illustrate newspapers and magazines the 
world over- film and sensitive paper for every conceivable 
purpose. 

Let's begin our inspection by seeing what happens to the silver. 
The treatment of this raw material will give us something of an 
introduction to Kodak Park's manufacturing methods . 

Comparatively little bullion is stored in Kodak Park at one 
time. Every day, under heavy guard, a shipment arrives to main
tain the supply. A single safe, holding about three tons of bars, 
which is less than a week's supply of raw material, is the reposi
tory from which the silver flows. 

Into every bar a hole is drilled, a record number is punched. Chips 
from the drillings are promptly tested by the department handling 
the silver and, in addition, by the Industrial Laboratory, which is 
charged with responsibility for the quality of all raw materials . 
Impurities are rarely found in Kodak Park's silver; yet inspection 
continues year after year. If a trace of copper or iron were per
mitted, unchecked, to go into the manufacturing stream, en
dangering photographic effectiveness, later tests would discover 
and eliminate the result, but time and other materials would have 
been wasted in the meanwhile. Production schedules would have 
been interrupted. Therefore, Kodak Park tests every ingredient 
as well as finished product and products in process of manufacture. 
Of the thousands of employees at the plant, hundreds devote their 
whole time to the careful inspection of materials at every stage of 
evolution into finished 
photographic products . 

Observing the first step 
in converting bar silver 
into photo-sensitive ma
terials, we shall instinc
tively feel that we are 

Photography's most essential 
raw material. • .. Part of a 

week's silver supply. 



witnessing wanton destruc
tion . With our realization of 
the worth of silver in its 

EVdpordting silver nitrdte solutions for 
crystdllizdtion- repedted until d high de

gree of purity hds been dchieved. 

original form, we can not avoid a shock at seeing the bars of metal 
dissolved in nitric acid until all is fluid and nothing solid remains. 
The nitric acid, it is worthy of note, is made at Kodak Park under 
scientific conditions leading to purity of grade. 

The silver nitrate solution we have seen compounded is si
phoned from its porcelain bowls into troughs, whence it runs 
through glass tubing to an evaporating room on the floor below. 
There, men, wearing rubber aprons and rubber gloves, guide the 
flow into other bowls, which are set on heated tables. The heat 
drives off water from the solution; and, when the concentrated 
soiution cools, the silver nitrate crystallizes . Silver nitrate in this 
form would be more than pure enough for most uses- but photo
graphic manufacture is an exacting master . 

Consequently, the crystals are 
once again dissolved in distilled 
water and' once more crystal
lized. This operation is repeated 
many times-until all impuri
ties are removed. 
Silver nitrdte purified to the qUdlity 
chdrdcteri stic of Edstmdn chemicd ls. 
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Final evaporation leaves crystals appearing like soap flakes but 
more vitreous and brittle. Then come careful drying processes . 

Silver nitrate is sensitive to light- a fact ascertained by Arab 
alchemists seven centuries before Columbus discovered Ainerica
gradually losing its whiteness under the influence of the sun 's rays. 
It is this basic chemical fact that makes ph.otography possible. 

The discovery of the transparent, flexible base of photographic 
film constitutes the Eastman organization's greatest contribution 
to photography and motion pictures, and in this connection a 
humbler material now enters the process of film making. 

The film support or base is composed of cotton which has been 
treated with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids to render it 
soluble in a mixture of solvents, the chief of which is methanol 
(wood alcohol). The "dope" thus obtained, having the consis
tency of honey, is spread on the polished surfaces of great wheels 
that run continuously, night and day, month after month. Heat 
around the giant wheels drives the solvents from the "dope" and 
permits the nitrated cotton, or nitrocellulose, to assume the form 
of a thin transparent layer on the surface of the wheels . After vari
ous convolutions within a machine, a wide strip of finished film 
base emerges and is wound up in rolls like newsprint paper. 

Consider the steps that must be taken, collateral with the manu
facturing process so briefly outlined, to insure the quality of the 
resulting film support. 

A bdttery of mdchines converting Auid " dope" into endless sheets of the 
fdmilidr trdnSpdrent, Aexible film bdse ... dlmost invisible dS it pdsses over the 
brightly polished rolls thdt mdY be seen through the hedvy pldte gldSS 
windows. The sCdle, the silence, the clednliness of this operdtion dre 

chdrdcteristic of Koddk Pdrk. 



'\ 
It-et it be remembered 

that a microscopic 
speck of dust embedded 
in the material might 
be the nucleus of a spot 
causing a freckle on the 
nose of an immaculate 
cinema actress, a sharp 
crackle in the midst of 
a sound -film love-scene, 
an extra star in some 
astronomer's Pleiades 
-or spoil a snapshot of a child in 
some particularly entrancing pose.] 

Rolls of film bdse in stordge prior to receiv
ing the sensitive emulsion cOdting. 

Unusual climatic conditions might bring deterioration of valu
able films if such exigencies were not provided for in manufacture. 

Purity and precision are imperative at Kodak Park in every op
eration and handling. 

Samples of all cotton coming into the plant are tested before 
use. Three potential variables are thus governed . .. . Cotton, before 
being dumped into the nitrating machines, is accurately weighed. 
Variables of the nitrating acid, in addition to its temperature and 
amount, need to be controlled-and tests accoinplish this. Ni
trated cotton, immersed in water, flows only through tile pipe
lines, to avoid contact with metal. In the purification and storage 
building to which the flow is conveyed under a street and a rail
road track, the tanks are made of material inert to the ravaging 

action of acids so that no impuri
ties may be introduced at this point. 

The substance inelegantly called 
"dope" at Kodak Park, after the 
nitrocellulose has been thoroughly 
dissolved by its solvents, actually 
is the direct culmination in chemi
cal puri ty of the careful work of 
hundreds of chemists and skilled 
workmen; and the result of study 
and improvement by two genera
tions of engineers and research 
scientists. The physical condition 

Mixers require hours to bring dbout the 
proper solution of tredted cotton in 
wood - dlcohol dnd other solvents. The 
resultins "dope" is pdssed through filter 
presses before being turned into film bdse. 
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of the material, as distinguished from the chemical, becomes evi
dent when one sees the resulting sheets of film base winding 
through the great machines, so flawless and transparent as to be 
practically invisible. 

Cellulose acetate for the "safety film" of home movies results 
from similarly controlled manufacturing processes at the Ten
nessee Eastman Corporation's plant in Kingsport, Tennessee, close 
to the source of supply for acetic acid. In the manufacture of 
"safety film," acetic acid and acetic anhydride are substituted for 
nitric and sulphuric acids to treat the cotton. Subsequent conver
sion of cellulose acetate into film base is carried on at Kodak 
Park, just as in the case of cellulose nitrate film. 

Gelatine is used in large aggregate quantities to suspend the 
emulsions' silver salts evenly on the film base-but gelatine for 
photography must be chemically purer than that used for food. 
Gelatine for Eastman film and photographic paper is produced 
principally at Kodak Park and by the Eastman Gelatine Corpora
tion at Peabody, Massachusetts. Patient processes of chemical 
treatment in hundreds of covered concrete tanks prepare hide rem
nants for cooking. The gelatine, after washings, boilings, filtra
tion, solidification, blending, and action to remove any accidental 
metal content, is ready to join the silver nitrate in the emulsion 
department. 

Nitric dcid dnd geldtine pldnts dt Koddk Pdrk West. This compdrdtively new 
mdnufdcturing dred is Idrger thdn Koddk Pdrk dnd is connected with it by 

rodd, rdilrodd, dnd pipe-lines. 



It may be interesting to pause now and catalog the most im
portant raw materials of film: cotton from sunny Southern fields; 
saltpeter from mines in Chile and produced synthetically from the 
air in the United States; sulphur from Texas mines; camphor 
from Formosa; wood alcohol distilled from the Tennessee Eastman 
Corporation's sawmill waste; hides from cattle that once grazed 
in Texas or the Argentine; silver from Mexico; and potassium 
bromide from the Great Lakes brine deposits. 

The making of light-sensitive emulsions- the layer of film which 
actually takes the picture- is a highly diversified and extremely 
delicate process. The Eastman organization, in fifty years of ex
perience, has turned an art depending on chance and mood into an 
exact science. The genius of pioneering emulsion makers, com
bined with the manufacturing talent of picked chemical technol
ogists, has established methods by which uniformity is insured to 
Kodak photo-sensitive materials . The press photographer snaps 
sharp pictures of racing planes in a thousandth of a second; the 
studio photographer makes softly moulded portraits with ex
quisite care- both require types of film that will faithfully re
spond to their skill, every time, year after year. 

WIIuIose Nitrole 5oIution 
"DoPE" 

+ 
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Chemical and physical control of 
silver salt crystals, together with the 
addition of' extraneous materials, 
makes emulsions "fast" or "slow," 
"contrasty" or "long-scale," sensi
tive to light from various parts of the 
spectrum, and photographically re
sponsive in still other significant 
ways. Combinations of these proper
ties iri various degrees result in the 
production of nearly 100 types of film 
by Kodak Park. Most types of x-ray 
film, and the new Verichrome Film 
for use in Kodaks, are actually 
double-coated, with two separate 
emulsions. 

In the years following the first Eastman production of trans
parent, flexible film base, that material was made and sensitized on 
glass-surfaced tables 200 feet long. Now this work is done on great 
continuous machines. 

For atmospheric control and other purposes, Kodak Park main
tains the largest refrigerating plant in the world. A great network 
of air-conditioning equipment spread over the plant constantly 
reminds one that these manufacturing operations, despite their 
huge scale, are carried on under most strict laboratory conditions. 

Ducts for the conditioned dir thdt dries film. 



Of photographic paper there are 
even more varieties than of film-2S0 
types, distinguished by purpose, de
gree of contrast, color, weight, tex
ture, and action under development, 
are produced under conditions similar 
to those of film manufacture. 

It is remarkable that even the red 
and black paper which sheathes the 
familiar cartridges of Kodak Film, 
only to be thrown away after the film 
is developed, is of a higher grade than 
the best stationery of discriminating 
business houses; yet a similar paper 
sensitized to print photographs would 
degenerate rapidly. Because the high
est grade commercial paper stock is 
unsuitable, Kodak Park manufactures 
its own paper for sensitizing. 

Only the best white rags available 
-cuttings from shirt factories-and a 

Filter bags eliminate dust from the air 
that will dry sensitized film . .. . De
spite the external cleanliness of Kodak 
Park, frequent changing of these lint
less canton Rannel bags is necessary 
to maintain the standard for air supply. 

new type of spruce fiber purified to an extraordinary degree of 
chemical inertness after years of research are suitable as raw mate
rial for photographic paper. Even so, the rags require a number of 
purification processes at the Kodak Park paper-mill, by sorting, 

dry beating, cooking, alkaline 
washing, and bleaching, before 
the actual paper-making begins . 

. The stages of manufacture at 
the paper-mill follow closely 
those of other high-grade paper
mills, but with these distinc
tions indicative of other less 
noticeable differences: the suc
cessive "beaters" in which the 
fibers are disintegrated, the vats 
in which pulp is stored, and the 
cond ui ts through which it 

The inside of a duct supplying washed, 
scrubbed; conditioned air to the 
department which coats sensitive 
emulsions on film base .... Though 
such ducts carry nothing but puri
fied air, they are frequently Rushed 
and polished. 
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passes, are tile-lined; beater blades are adjusted with extreme fine
ness, lest traces of metal appear in the paper; the pulp undergoes 
more cleaning 'processes; and- for this is Kodak Park- testing, 
testing, testing. From pulp to the final packing of sensitive paper, 
samples go to the several paper-testing laboratories for relentless 
examination. A system of record keeping preserves for every pack
age of finished paper test results at every stage of manufacture, 
and the name of the person who made each test . A similar con
tinuity of identification is observed in film making. 

Paper is not ready to receive the emulsion simply after manufac
ture and a period of seasoning. Baryta coating intervenes- treat
ment with a substance containing principally barium sulphate
and accomplishes two main objects. It helps to separate from the 
paper the chemical constituents of the emulsion later to be ap
plied, serving as a barrier against the possible deterioration of 
paper which already has been made as proof against deterioration 
as possible . Secondly, it gives the necessary gloss to glossy 
paper and controls the degree of gloss on matte-surface papers. 
A varying number of coats are applied, depending largely upon the 
desired finished surface. 

The measures taken to set this intermediate layer evenly, to dry 
it uniformly in great festoons along tunnels each containing 3600 
feet of paper slowly progressing to-
ward the winding machines, to con-
trol moisture content so that the A " bedter/ ' prepdring pulp to be 

mdde into photogrdphic Pdper. 



Bdrytd cOdting. Note the festoons of 
paper may not crack when it is pressed Pdper entering the drying tunnels. 

by .. su per-calenders," and- once again 
- to test it (microscopic analysis, artificial aging, tests for 
strength, flawlessness , degree of gloss, expansion when wet, ability 
to stand stretching and tearing, and a number of others, including 
a keen lookout for the presence of those constant enemies, dirt and 

At the other end of the bdrytd dry
ing tunnels, the festoons of Pdper 

emerge dnd dre rewound. 

metal)- these measures are on a par with the 
manufacturing of film base. One of the most 
important tests at Kodak Park, to the traveler, 
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occurs in an incubator which simu
lates equatorial temperatures, from 
the cool of morning to the heat of 
noon and back again. 

Visitors are inevitably impressed 
by the eerie glow of subdued 
orange and red lights in many of 
the buildings. They quickly lose 
all sense of direction and location. 
But employees, accustomed to it, 
work with efficiency unimpaired 
by these surprising conditions. The 
air throughout the Kodak Park 
darkrooms is as fresh as outdoors, 
at a constantly comfortable tem
perature, and cleaner, for it is arti
ficially conditioned. 

The large chamber for storage 
of the sensitive paper prior to cut
ting and packing reminds one of 
the catacombs-dim and cool
with ghostly white rolls of paper 
lining many aisles. In another 

Asuper-calender. The greatpressureofthis 
machine smooths and improves the surface 
of paper after the baryta coating prepara
tory to coating with a sensitive emulsion. 

room, a battery of great white cutting machines, nearly invisible 
in the dusk, are dividing, with micrometric accuracy, large sheets 
of paper into the various sizes for photographic prints . 



A military metaphor suggests itself for 
Kodak Park. An army is helpless without 
its services of supply. The production 
forces of this city of light and darkness 
need constant support from large and elab
orately regimented auxiliary "troops." 

Cores and reels are needed to wind film 
on. A metal- and wood-working plant 
produces them ... . Cartons and containers 
are necessary for sh.ipment and sale. Alarge 
print-shop, a paper-box factory, and a 
wooden-box mill are complete within the 
Park .... Artificial leather is required to 
cover hundreds of thousands of cameras. 
Kodak Park makes it. Stdmping out the tin contdiners 

for mot.ion picture Aim. 
Think of the machinery repair work to 

be done, of the 6000 electric motors to be serviced, of the plumbing 
and steam-fitting and carpentry activity involved in maintaining 
a plant of 75 buildings, of the special machinery to be constructed . 
for Kodak Park's unique manufacturing purposes. A large corps of 
men skilled in these functions is on the job constantly and the 
various mechanical shops are a story in themselves. 

Vast quantities of supplies, from coal to platinum, must be' 
bought and tested. One department buys, another tests. 

The Kodak Company has its own water-works with a capacity 
for drawing 31,000,000 gallons a day from Lake Ontario, fiv:e miles 
away, a filtration plant on the lake shore, and a 5,000,OOO-gallon 
reservoir at the Park. 

The shipping departments are important, for the Park's great 
production must be kept on the move. Trucking, maintenance of 
roads and grounds and 15 miles of railroad trackage, even janitor 
service, constitute major projects. A hundred freight-cars a day are 
"spotted" at the loading and unloading platforms by the Park's 
special fireless and smokeless locomotives. . 

Kodak Park has its own fire department. A laundry is main
tained. A safety department 
acts continually to eliminate 
hazards to employees and 
property. 

In further ramification of 
this plant's activity, numer
ous materials must be pro
vided in addi tion to film and 
paper to satisfy the pho-
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tographic needs of a hemisphere-chemicals for developing, fix
ing, toning, bleaching, intensifying, and other mysterious manip
ulations of photographers, amateur and professional. One photo
graphic chemical known as "Pyro" is made of"gallnuts" brought 
frQm China. These "nuts," imported in large quantities, are 
really excrescences resulting when oak trees are stung by flies. 

Nearly 3000 organic chemica-ls are stocked by the Kodak Re
search Laboratories. Many new compounds are prepared each year, 
some of which are finding important uses in medicine. Although 
this branch of the Kodak Company's activities is not widely 
known in non-scientific circles, it is highly regarded and its prod
ucts are extensively used in hundreds of universities and research 
laboratories where the future progress of science and industry is 
steadily being worked out. 

Sheeting .similar to film base, and solutions similar to the 
"dope" from which it is made, are sold to many customers manu
facturing a diversity of products ranging, say, from cakes and 
aeroplanes to poultry supplies and electrical equipment. 

Among the Eastman Kodak Company's employees 245 of the 
572 principal occupations listed by the Census are represented, in 
addition to many jobs confined to the photographic industry . 

. That numerical statement is scarcely needed to send us out from 
' Kodak Park conscious that we have felt the pulse of a complex 
industrial organism. Henceforth, also, we shall find new meaning 
in the historic Kodak slogan, "You press the butt'on, we do the 
rest." 

')ad: Do you think baby will be quiet long e nough to take her picture. ma mma? 
MtJntma : The Koda k will catch her whether she moves or not : it is as" quick 

as a wink." 
send to th l! ...... tlllan Compan y. J\och8lll er . H. \ '" fo r a 
uop,.," " o. . I ... nl . Cllrne ..... "I II1L18trated. f rlle by mal l. 

A Koddk ddvertisement in 1890 . . .. This WdS two yedrs dfter the sdle of the 
First Koddk dnd d yedr dfter the Edstmdn discovery of trdnsPdrent film. 
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CAMERA WORKS 
KODAK PARK is three miles north of the center of Rochester, oc

cupying what was open farm land in 1890 when the first film 
manufacturing building was constructed. Now the city of Roch
ester surrounds Kodak Park and extends five miles beyond it to the 
shore of Lake Ontario. 

The Camera Works of the Eastnlan Kodak Company, on the 
other hand, stands just across' 'Kodak Street" from the site of the 
original .Eastman factory, close to the business center of Roch
ester. From this solid block of six- and seven-story buildings comes 
forth a stream of Kodaks, Brownies, Hawk-Eyes, Cine-Kodaks, 
Kodascopes, Kodascope screens, Kodatoys, Recordaks, tripods, 
enlargers, printers, and a variety of other equipment for photog
raphy and home movies. The Camera Works is divided into 40 
departments . Production of accessories, alone, as distinguished 
from actual photographic and,motion picture apparatus, includes 
300 different items. 

For persons unfamiliar with all the names in the foregoing para
graph, an introduction is in order. Kodaks, Brownies, and Hawk
Eyes are amateur cameras for "still" pictures. Cine-Kodaks are 
amateur motion picture cameras, and Kodascopes their projectors. 
Kodatoys are motion picture projectors for children. Recordaks are 
used by banks and other business houses to make an automatic 



photographic record of checks and 
other business papers. 

About 240 power-presses in the 
Camera Works stamp out various 
metal parts. More than 200 automatic 
screw machines convert long metal 
rods into screws, rivets, spindles, and 
bushings, many of them no larger 
than a pencil point. The normal 
weekly output of the screw machines 

. alone is 2,500,000 parts. Hundreds of 
hand screw machines, lathes, and 
drilling and perforating machines, in 
addition, are in service. 

Metal plating operations on a large 
scale contribute to the smart finish of 
cameras, and playa part, as well, in 
keeping rust away. 

The japanning of metal camera parts 

The cold tester. Mdteridls dnd occdsiondl 
Rnished CdmerdS ··off the line·· dre subjected 
to conditions sdltier thdn Atldntic City, colder 
thdn Spitzbergen, dnd ddmper thdn London . 

that are not exposed to the eye is still more important in order to 
make the instruments impervious to the most severe climatic 
changes of heat, cold, and humidity. Wherever the completed 
cameras may go-to the tropics or to the far north-this treat
ment of the parts makes them proof against failure . Japanning is 
applied in several coats, after chemical cleaning operations. Giant 

electric ovens bake the finish . 
Even metal surfaces, later to be 
covered with leather or arti
ficialleather or lacquer, undergo 
japanning first . 

Bellows [making- consider
ing the necessity that wear shall 
not cause light leaks in the folds 
-is an ingenious operation . 
Visitors find themselves in
trigued also by the sight of 
rooms full of skilled craftsmen 
at their benches assembling au
tomatic shutters for Kodaks. 

Ledther, glue, metdls, rubber- dll 
mdteridls entering Cdmerd mdnufdc
ture- dre tested by d Idbordtory in 
the Cdmerd Works. 
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This chamber tests camera endurance with dry 
heat hotter than Singapore, as other tests are 
more humid than the South Seas, brighter than 
Death Valley's glaring sand and beating sun. 

Stages in sub-assembling and 'as
sembling the numerous types of ap
paratus are in such relationship to 
the various specialized production 
departmen ts as to make the Camera 
Works a model of "straight-line 
production.' , 

These and numerous other de
tailed processes enter into the man
ufacture of Kodaks and other Cam
era Works products; yet the most 
compelling group of facts about 
this plant relates not to manufac
ture but to the measures taken to 
insure the quality of manufacture. 

After a visit to Kodak Park, dis
cussion of quality insurance may 
sound like repetition. Neverthe
less, it is true that Camera Works 

inspection routines are as stringent in regard to precision, work
manship, and standards of mechanical excellence as those at 
Kodak Park are in assuring the performance of photo-sensitive 
materials. They make possible the perfect functioning of Kodaks 
after years of constant use. 

Since the very start of George Eastman's business career, the 
Kodak Company has refused to tolerate defective production. As 
that principle works out today in the Camera Works, months of 
intensive experimentation go into models, with the merits of an 
instrument's design thoroughly established before any production 
is begun; the efficiency and reliability of a new camera or pro
jector thus proved, extremely accurate machine-tools and dies for 
production are fashioned by a corps of expert tool makers; all ma-

, terials are tested in advance of use; workers are trained to reject 
defecti ve parts, are made" quali ty conscious"; the finished prod
uct is examined thoroughly under conditions of invigorating at
mosphere and proper lighting that permit the exercise of em
ployees' faculties at maximum alertness-and then the cameras 
are turned over by the manufacturing forces to departments which 
do nothing else but inspection. Thus, products of the Camera 
Works have the advantage of two separate sets of examinations. 

It is well worthy of note that the traditions of a pioneer industry 
and the loyalty called forth by sympathetic management policies 
have built into the Camera Works' employee group, as in the 
other Eastman factories, a fine spirit and a remarkable cohesion. 



Inspection of Kodatoys-motion picture pro
jectors for children, though their performance 

is superior to that of a toy. 
This is a positive factor in the manufac
ture of fine photographic instruments. 

Let us observe some of the require
ments that must be met by Eastman photographic apparatus be
fore it is considered worthy of sale. 

To prove the accurate focus of the lens in the camera, inspectors 
examine with a magnifying-glass the image of a fine-link chain 25 
feet away as it appears on a ground glass held against the open 
back of the camera. Even before this, shutters and lenses have been 
inspected prior to assembling into cameras. Because they are more 
discerning mechanically, men do the most critical examining
men who are highly skilled and whose eyes and health are 
checked periodically. 

Light-leak tests are carried on in darkened booths where even 
the tiniest needle prick or a threatening dent in a metal light lock 
would be betrayed by the strong detecting light that is used. 

Finder inspection makes certain, by a mathematically infallible 
test, that the finder shall reveal no more than the camera will 
photograph. 

During the period of establishing the quality of any new 
camera, an automatic check-up on shutter speed determines the 
dependability of exposure in terms of hundredths of a second. 

Survival by Kodaks of a period in a "jigging" machine insures' 
that no screws or rivets can jar loose in a generation of hard usage. 
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A crew of half a dozen men spends full time taking pictures out
doors with a percentage of the Kodaks produced, selected at ran
dom from the manufacturing stream. The results give a double
check, by actual use, against remotely possible manufacturing de
fects that might have escaped the manufacturing department in
spections and the inspection department tests. 

Cine-Kodak and Kodascope inspection requires additional 
stages because the element of 1I?-otion· occurs in these machines. 

Through every Cine-Kodak a roll of unexposed film is run to 
test the uniformity of speed, the freedom of the film passage, the 
operation of the footage indicator, the steadiness of operation, the 
pulling power of the motor, the silence of the machine. Then an 
exposed roll of film is put through; and that is followed by a roll 
that has been highly humidified, to simulate conditions to be met 
if the camera under test happened to go to the tropics. 

A small percentage of all Cine-Kodaks made are given a "break
down test"- that is, they are run until they fail. Time records are 
kept and subsequent inspection reveals the cause of failure. The 
Cine-Kodaks thus treated are a loss, for they can not be used again; 
but the loss is gain from the point of view of providing manu
facturing information that will make Cine-Kodaks more and 
more proof against failure in actual operation. 

Actually, in the "breakdown test," the cameras do not fail un
til they have run for longer than the average movie maker would 
use them in a life-time. From this 
margin of mechanical reserve 
strength that is built into Cine-

like expensive dutomobiles, Koddscopes dnd 
Cine-Koddks dre "run in" to dssure the smooth 
dnd uniform operdtion of the motors. 



The first Koddk-1888. 

Kodaks some idea may be had of the Camera Works' integrity of 
workmanship. 

Kodascopes, which are likely to be called on for more arduous 
service, can not actually be broken down without running con
tinuously for months . Therefore, a fixed percentage of the produc
tion of Kodascopes are run for a definite period of several hun
dred hours and then are taken down and inspected for wear of the 

various parts . 
Every Cine-Kodak, at one 

stage of its inspection, is loaded 
with fresh film and transported 
to a room suggestive of a rifle 
gallery. There, from distances 
of2,3,4,6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, and 
25 feet, every Cine-Kodak is 
"shot" at a wall covered with 
strongly lighted "pie charts." 
The film from these cameras is 

Koddks redching Vdlpdrdiso or Mdnild 
or Nome must be in perfect condition. 
A revolving steel w heel in the Cdmerd 
Works gives to occdsiondl pdcking-cdses 
full of CdmerdS d test-bdttering more thdn 
equivdlent to the hdndling thdt would 
be received in trdnsit dcross the world, 
dnd then the contents are removed dnd 

thoroughly inspected for injuries. 
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The first folding Kodak- 1890 

developed and then inspected with a magnifying-glass to insure 
that focus is perfectly sharp, as indicated by the reproduction 
of the figured wall on the film . For every Cine-Kodak manufac
tured, the Camera Works retains on file IS feet of film showing 
that the camera passed its focus tests. 

Kodascopes undergo focusing tests similar to those described 
for Cine-Kodaks, except that the process is reversed. Master-test 
films, made in perfect focus, are projected by Kodascopes in dark
ened tunnels for optical check-up of the machines. The bizarre as
sortment of diagrams .used for these tests confuses the eye, but 
Cine-Kodaks and Kodascopes must reproduce them sharp and clear. 

The home movie camera of today. A Model K Cine-Kodak with f.1 .9 len s. 
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HAWK-EYE WORKS 
NAMED after the brand of camera formerly made there, the 

Hawk-Eye Works stands on the brink of the Genesee River's 
deep gorge. This third plant of the Eastman Kodak Company in 
Rochester furnishes lenses in their mounts to the Camera Works . 

To the Hawk-Eye Works credit must go, in large measure, for 
the rela ti ve inexpensiveness of modern Kodaks 
and Cine-Kodaks equipped with "fast" ana
stigmat lenses - cameras not balked by 
weather or time of day. When every such lens 
had to be hand ground by artisan labor, the 
counterpart of a Kodak that now costs $18 cost 
$50. Alert modern methods have made the 
difference. 

Except for types . of lenses not made in 
quantity, where hand grinding still obtains, 

Optical glass is softened in a furnace with 
a temperature of 1600 degrees and is then 

moulded into lens discs by a punch . 



An electric dnnedling oven 
removes dny strdin thdt mdY 
be present in lens discs by 
subjecting them to hedt 
which rises dutomdticdlly to 
d temperdture of 1000 de
grees dnd then cools down 
grddudlly over d period of 

four or five ddYs. 

lens manufacture is ac
complished at "Hawk
Eye" by mechanical 
means, with an efficient 

division of labor. The skill and judgment of lens makers have now 
been transferred largely to the function of ins'pection . Exacting 
specifications have to be met by lenses throughout the process of 
manufacture from the moment the raw optical glass enters the 
factory until the last stage of mounting for installation in a 
camera . Each Kodak Anastigmat must emerge successfully from 
ten rigid tests, performed in ten different departments . In two 
final tests, which are identical, the judgment of one set of in
spectors is pitted against that of another. 

Despite the size of the inspection force thus employed, not to 
mention the mechanical operators, the greatly increased number 
of lenses now produced per worker-equivalent in quality to 
hand-made lenses- has permitted successive important price re
ductions. 

Large rooms in the Hawk-Eye Works are occupied by long 
rows of machines grinding or polishing lenses, machines swaying 
monotonously as matched convex or concave parts rub abrasives 
overthe surface of glass discs mounted with pitch on " shells," 
forming thousands of lenses at a time into proper contours. The 

sight of these rooms is impressive evidence of the 
Mdchines which grind advance of the machine age in the realm of optics 

dnd polish lenses. and photography. 
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Cdnddd Bdlsdm, softened by hedt, i; 
used for cementing together crown 
dnd Aint gldsses. The presence of two 
kinds of gldss in d single lens element 

corrects certdin opticdl dberrdtions. 

Grinding specidl 
prisms,d work thdt 
requires d high 
degree of skill. 

During polishing, attendants constantly survey the course of 
the process by examination through test glasses with the inversely 
correct curvature of the lenses under manufacture . If the two 
curves differ by 1/ 30,OOOth of an inch, circles of color- ' 'Newton 
rings"-will appear. 

It is noteworthy that distinguished optical research, as well as 
the manufacture of lenses , is carried on at the Hawk-Eye plant. 
Not only does the continued refinement of lenses for Eastman 
cameras result from the patient formula calculations of the staff 
oflens designers, but also "Hawk-Eye" may claim prestige for the 
production of a number of lenses that ha ve served the cause of science 
in the United States Army's aerial photography branch as well as 
in the photographic experimentation of other organizations. 
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KODAK OFFICE 
THE sturdy tower of the Eastman Kodak Company's main office 

is just across Kodak Street from the Camera Works. This nine
teen-story building, 366 feet tall, is a landmark for travelers enter
ing Rochester. 

Here are the nerve-centers of the world-wide group of Kodak 
organizations. Subsidiary manufacturing companies elsewhere in 
the United States and in six foreign countries coordinate their op
erations through Rochester. Sales units throughout the world, the 
chain of Eastman Kodak Stores in Amer-
ican cities, Cine-Kodak processing sta
tions girdling the globe, Eastman 
Teaching Films, the Recordak Corpora
tion, the Kodascope Libraries, and still 
other related organizations, all keep in 
gear with the factories, with each other, 
and with the photographic trend, 
largely through the figurative switch
board under the pyramidal roof and sur
mounting cupola rising high above the 
site of the first, obscure Eastman factory. 

A summation of the Eastman Kodak 
Company's outstanding characteristics 

I\. photogrdph, mdde with one of the first 
Koddks, of the origindl fdctory. The Koddk 

Office tower now stdnds on this site. 



NORMAL EMPlOYMENT 
AND 

NORMAL HEALTH 

IN CASE OF SICKNESS 

IN CASE. OF TOTAL DISABIL· 
ITY DUE TO NON·OCCUPA· 

TIONAl ACCIDENTS OR 
IllNESS 

IN CASE. Of DISABILITY 
DUE TO OCCUP ..... TlONAl 

ACCIDENTS 

UPON RETliEMENT 
AT AGE 65 

-

IN CASE Of DEATH ~----

STATUS OF AN EMPLOYEE 
OF THE 

EASTMAN KO DAK COMPANY 

• 
~"~~.~.~""m, ~ COMMUNITY 

WAGE DfVlDEND 
IN CASH ..... NNU ..... llY EOU ..... l TO 10% OF 
YE ..... R'S P ..... y FOR WORKER OF 5 YE ..... RS· SERVICE 

(AT THE PRESENT DIVIDEND R ..... TE) 
PROPORTIONATE PAYMENT FOR SHORTER 

SERVICE 

MEDICAL SE/MCE 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS, ADVICE. CON· 
SULTATIONS. TiEATMENT OF ACCIDENTS AND 

MINOR AIlMENTS 

SICK BENEFIT PLAN 
..... lLOW ..... NCES BASED ON lENGTH OF SERVICE 
WITH MAXIMUM OF 26 WEEKS' PAYMENTS IN 

ONE YEAR 

DISABILITY BENEFIT 
AFTER 15 YEARS' SERVICE 
MONTHLY P ..... YMENT ECUN. ANNU ..... UY TO 
1 % OF SALARY FOR 1928 MULTIPliED BY 
NUMBER OF YEARS OF SERVICE PRIOR TO 1929 
PlUS 2% OF EARNINGS FOR EACH YEAR 
AFTER JANUARY 15t. 1929 

LESS THAN 15 YEARS SERVICE 
AMOUNT Of LIFE INSUI!:.A.NCE (SEE BELOW) 
PAY ..... BLE IN MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS 

COMPENS ..... TION AS PROVIDED BY THE 
WORKMEN'S COMPENS ..... TlON LAWS 

~ETIREMENr BENEFIT 
ANNUITY PAY ..... BLE MONTHLY FOR liFE FROM 
AGE 65· ..... FTER 20 YE ..... I1:S· SERVICE EOUAL TO 
1 % Of 1928 S ..... LARY MULTiPliED BY NUMBER 
OF YEARS Of SERVICE PRIOR TO 1929 PLUS 2% 
Of EARNINGS FOR EACH YEAR AfTER JANU· 
ARY 1st. 1929. UP TO D ..... TE Of iETIREMENT 

• WOMEN AGE 60 ..... FTER 15 YE ..... RS· SERVICE 

LIFE INSURANCE 
AFTER 5 YEARS' SERVICE 
INSUI!:.A.NCE EOUAL TO ONE YEAR'S SALARY 

LESS THAN 5 YEARS' SERVICE 
INSURANCE EOUAl TO A HAlF-YEAR'S 
S ..... LARY 

UNEMPLOYMENr BENEFIT PLAN 
AFTER JANU ..... RY 1sI, 1933, UNEMPlOYMENT 

---- BENEFIT Of 60% OF WEEKLY W ..... GE OVER ..... 

IN FIN ..... NCI ..... L 
EMERGENCY 

PERIOD OF FROM 6 WEEKS TO 13 WEEKS DE· 
PENDING UPON LENGTH Of SERVICE 

LOANS BY THE 
KODAK EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION 

SAVINGS 
EAHMAN SAYINGS AND 

LOAN ASSOCIA TION 
RETURN OF 5% ON DEPOSITS 

HOME OWNERSHIP 
EASTMAN SAYINGS AND 

LOAN ASSOCIATION 
AND 

KODAK EMPiOYE£S 
ASSOCIAriON 

HOME CAN BE PURCHt\S£D 
BY CASH PAYMENT OF 10% 
TO 15%. MONTHLY P ..... y· 
MENTS OF 1 % RETIRE lO ..... NS 
IN FUU IN 11 YEARS 

HOME BUILDING 
BY THE 

KOD;1K EMPiOrEls 
REALTY CORPORA TION 
ON ITS OWN TR ..... aS 
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would list, probably, its extreme mea
sures to insure chemical purity and me
chanical precision, its photographic re
search, and the friendly, helpful rela
tionship among its thousands of em
ployees all over the world. 

A brief description should be made of 
the last, for personal industrial rela
tions are one of the Company's most 
characteristic and important considera
tions and activities. 

Years ago George Eastman, then 
president of the company, now chair
man of the board of directors, came to 
the realization that trained, steady 
workers were highly valuable to the 
Eastman Kodak Company. Mr. Eastman 
and his associates thought it proper to 
recognize such value. In consequence, in 
1912 the Eastman Kodak Company paid 
a wage dividend, representing l:l share in 
the earnings of the company, to qualified 
employees. The wage dividend has been 

Paid annually ever since, and the total One of mdny Edstmdn outposts: the whole
sdle estdblishment dt Ldhore, Indid. 

payments have exceeded $30,000,000. 
The wage dividend payments have been entirely over and above 
wages. 

After the war, as a reward to employees for the part they had 
played in the growth of the company, Mr. Eastman personally 
contributed 100,000 shares ( present capitalization) of Eastman 
Kodak stock; and the company provided an equal amount, to be 
divided among the personnel on a basis of length of service. The 
stock was sold to employees at a nominal figure which was paid 
by the dividends while the shares were held in trust before de
livery to their new owners. The allotments of stock for this pur
pose are now exhausted, but the distribution, in addition to the 
annual wage dividend, helped many employees to build up satis
fying financial reserves for themselves. The proceeds of the sale of 
the stock donated by Mr. Eastman were turned over to the Kodak 
Employees Association to be used in various ways for the benefit 
of all employees. 

More recently, the Eastman Kodak Company has accorded ex
tensive benefits to employees in the form of life insurance, disabil
ity insurance, and retirement annuity payments. A Savings and 



A street of homes built for employees. 

Loan Association, cooperating with the Kodak Employees As
sociation, has for years made home ownership easily possible for 
Eastman workers by means of mortgages and group building 
projects. Thorough and unremitting attention has been given to 
working conditions, and the contentment of workers essential to 
efficient work has been further promoted by enjoyable noon-hour 
activities, organized sports and entertainment. A large medical 
department with dispensaries in all the plants, adequate and at
tractive cafeterias, and pleasant rest rooms, are part of the com
pany's equipment. 

For many years, but with increased emphasis since 1920, the 
company has maintained a program of production control de
signed to stabilize employment. This plan has practically elimi
nated seasonal unemployment in the plants, despite the fact that 
most of the products are highly seasonal in sales. Of course this is 
a boon to the community as well as to the body of employees. 

The Eastman Kodak Company has joined with thirteen other 
Rochester companies in building up funds to provide unemploy
ment benefits for workers who might be laid off as a result of any 
future business depression. This scheme constitutes a pioneer co
operative effort by a .group of diversified industries to recognize 
and solve a major problem of industry. 
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There is more to any industry than cog-wheels and 
chemistry,· than energy and engineering,· than money and 
markets . 

The Eastman Kodak Company, to an extraordinary 
degree, depends on certain "intangibles": projects and 
products hewn from the future by research and far
sighted planning,· an active fairness in the relationship 
between management and employees, resulting, on the one 
part, in loyal workmanship, on the other part in fuller 
and more secure lives; the tradition of havin!, brought new 
arts to the service of civilization-photography and mo
tion pictures in their various aspects. 

These factors, motivating large plants and personnel, 
animating the operation of processes worked 01lt by the 
ingenuity of half a century, form the truest picture of the 
Kodak organization throughout the world. 
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